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POLARIZED TARGETS IN NUCLEAR AND HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS

Abstract

Recent developments in polarization techniques for polarized

targets in nuclear and high energy physics are reviewed. Both

thermal equilibrium methods and dynamical methods are dis

cussed.

POLARISIERTE TARGETS IN KERN- UND HOCHENERGIEPHYSIK

Zusammenfassung

Es wird ein Überblick gegeben über neue Entwicklungen zur Her

stellung polarisierter Targets in Kern- und Hochenergiephysik.

Sowohl die Methoden des thermischen Gleichgewichts als auch

die dynamischmPolarisationsmethoden werden diskutiert.
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1. I N T ROD U C T ION

The employment of polarized targets has proven to be a use

ful tool in nuclear and high energy physics during the last de

cade. Especially in high energy physics the total number and the

different kinds of experiments carried out with polarized targets

are growing rapidly. Quite a lot of effort has been invested in

developing new target materials and new techniques. In this

paper those developments are discussed that became applicable

in the recent past or propably will do so in the near future.

In the first section the polarization by means of thermal

equilibrium methods is discussed. These methods have only been

applied in the nuclear physics energy region up to now. The

second part is dedicated to the non-equilibrium methods with the

dynamical polarization technique being the most frequently

applied one. Moreover, some other techniques belonging to this

category such as rotating targets, optical pumping and targets

produced with polarized beams, will be mentioned.

2 . T HER MAL E Q U I L I B R I U M POL A R I Z A T ION

Magnetic moments can be oriented in space by putting them in
•a magnetic field. This also applies to nuclei with a magnetic

moment, i.e. nuclei with spin I # o. Nuclei are said to be

oriented when the populations p(m) of the magnetic substates

with quantumnumber m are not all equal. The degree of orientation

can be described by orientation parameters of increasing order

f 1 ,f 2 , ... , see e.g. the paper by Ohlsen 1 ). The first parameter

is called the polarization and is expressed in the population

numbers p(m) as f 1 = ~{mp(m)}/I. The second parameter is called

alignment parameter.
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When the magnetic moments are in thermal equilibrium with

their environment, the magnetic energy ~H should be comparable

in size to the thermal energy kT in order to obtain a reasonable

amount of polarization. To put things to scale, a nucleus with

spin I = 1 and magnetic moment ~ = 1 ~ (nuclear magneton) ob-
N

tains a polarization f
1

= 0.24 in a field of H = 10 T at a

temperature T = 0.01 K. The techniques required to maintain

such rather extreme values of Hand T make polarized targets

to be complic~ted and expensive.

The term brute force polarization is used when the magnetic

field is supplied by an external magnet. On the other hand, in

the hyperfine method the nucleus is polarized by an internal

field created by unpaired electrons. Such internal fields are

between 20 and 1000 T, so they allow higher working temperatures.

Generally only a modest external field is required to polarize

the electrons completely, by which the internal fields are

oriented parallel to each other. One prefers, of course, to

employ targets containing only one nuclide. Several transition

elements have unpaired electrons. These would therefore be the

best candidates for a polarized mono-atomic target. Their nuclei

must have a magnetic moment different from zero, of course.

Another condition is, that they may not become anti-ferromagnetic

at low temperatures. Four elements remain if one also requires
" 59 2,3) 159 4) 165 5,6)

that they are mono-lsotoPLC, namely Co , Tb, Ho

and 169 Tm . Three more rare earths with more than one isotope

satisfie the other requirements: Gd, Dy7) and Er.

Most of these elements have been used as polarized target

in the past, mostly with polarized neutrons as projectiles. The

references refer to some of these experiments and do not intend

to be complete.

Another possibility for hyperfine polarization is to employ

suitable compounds which have large internal fields. Some examples,

th t 1 d h b 1 d B.. . M 8) . A F 9)a a rea y ave een emp oye are: 1 ln Bl n , Au ln u e

and U in US 10 ) .

Instead of compounds one can also use salts in which the ion
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is paramagnetic. This has been done, for example, in the very

first successfull experiment with polarized targetsli) , where

55 Mn nuclei were polarized in manganous ammonium sulfate.

Another way in which many nuclides can be polarized is to in

troduce them into a ferromagnetic host lattice. The last two

methods are frequently applied in nuclear spectroscopy where

radioactive nuclei are oriented. They allow only small concen

trations (a few percent or less) of the polarizable nuclei,

however. This makes these materials unsuitable to be used as

polarized targets in most cases.

Turning back to brute force polarization, the best nuclides

to be polarized with this method are those with a large magnetic

moment. Moreover, they should be metallic for two reasons. The

first is to have sufficient heat conduction in the sample. The

second is that only in metals the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation

time is short enough to cool the nuclei in a reasonable time.
7. 27 112) 45 s 51

V
13) 55Some good candidates are Ll, A , c, , Mn etc.

The references refer again to some performed experiments. A more

complete survey of favourable nuclei for the brute force method

is given in a contribution to this conference
14 ). A clear ad

vantage of brute force polarization is that the targets can

always be mono-atomic.

More and more nuclides can be polarized to a reasonable

ex te nt as one goes to higher fields and lower temperatures. Con

cerning the magnetic fields, one has gained now a lot of ex

perience with the Nb
3

Sn multifilament superconductor technique.

For somewhat larger magnets with a bore between 5 and 10 cm

a central field can be obtained around 10 T for a splitcoil and

around 15 T for a solenoid.

From the low temperature front several interesting develop

ments can be reported.

1. Attainment of 2 mK by a dilution refrigerator running in

the continuous mode and improved cooling powers at higher

temperatures.

2. Better employment of the cooling power of enhanced nuclear

magnetic systems.
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3. Attainment of temperatures in the low ~K range b y

adiabatic demagnetization of Cu nuclei.

4. Polarization of solid 3Be by Pomeranchuk cooling.

1. The performance of dilution refrigerators in the low mK re

gion has been improved considerably in the last years. Fine

powders are used in the heat exchangers and the mixing cham

ber of dilution refrigerators to increase the effective sur

face area, thus decreasing the thermal resistance (Kapitza

resistance) between the helium and the metal. From the en-

thalpy balance between the concentrated and the dilute stream

in a dilution refrigerator the following relation can be de

duced (viscous heating is neglected):

.
~ n R

1.1 x 10- 2 n + 13 K
o

circulation rate

the temperature of the mixing chamber,isBere T
mc

heat load on the mixing chamber, n is the

Q is the

in mole/sec, R
K

the Kapitza resistivity and 0 the effective

surface of the heat exchangers. The first term shows that

large heat loads can be balanced by high circulation rates.

It is clear from the second term that this only makes sense

when the contact area is large enough. The lowest tem-

peratures are achieved with Q as small as possible and 0 as

large as possible.

It was believed up to about eight years aga that it would

not be useful to employ powders smaller than 40 ~ because of

the phononelectron resistance in the powder. Measurements of

Radebaugh and Siegwarth
15

) on 1.8 ~ powders showed this idea

to be wrong. Experiments on still finer powders culminated in

h k f
. 16,17)

t e wor 0 Frossati and coworkers 1n Grenoble three
o

years ago. They employed silver powders of 700 A and later
o

also of 400 A grain size and reached a temperature of 2 mK

in the continuous mode. Typical specific areas after sin

tering are 1.8 m2 /g for 700 Ä powder and 2.2 m2 /g for 400 Ä
17)

powder . Fine silver powders are also used in commercially
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available dilution refrigerators now. The largest commercial

machines can circulate up to 0.5 - 1 mmol/sec. In fig.1 a

typical cooling power curve is shown for refrigerators cir

culating at 0.5 mmol/sec.

2. Another method to attain temperatures in the low mK region
. 18)

is by demagnetization of enhanced nuclear magnetlc systems .

Without external field such systems have no free electrons,

thus the electron cloud has no magnetic moment. However, an

externally applied magnetic field induces an appreciable

magnetic moment, which is proportional to the field. The mag

netic moment creates a hyperfine field at the nucleus, which

is stronger than the external field by the so called en

hancement factor (l+K). The situation can alternatively be

described by an enhanced nuclear magnetic moment, which ex

periences only the external field. The enhanced moments have

values in between the nuclear magneton and the Bohr magneton.

100

10

5 m
T

Fig.1: Typical cooling power
curve of the largest
dilution refrigera
tors, that can be
commercially obtained
nowadays, circulating
at 0.5 mmol/s.
Suppliers are SHE,
San Diego and Oxford
Instruments, Oxford
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The intermetallic eompounds prcu
6

and prNi
5

are suitable

nuelear enhaneed systems. They are used sueeessfully now in

many laboratories. Tem~eratures around 1 mK ean be reaehed

with them. The improved eooling powers of dilution refrigera

tors allow a lower starting temperature for the demagneti

zation of the nuelear enhanced systems. The eooling power

charaeteristie of fig.l allows to reduee the entropy of

a 1.5 kg Prcu
6

sampIe below 50% of its full value within a

few hours. This again yields a large eooling power of the

Prcu
6

at its lowest temperatures after demagnetization. A

1.5 kg Prcu
6

stage can keep another sampIe, with a heat load

of 0.2 ~W on it, below 4 mK for more than 40 hours
19

). Such

he at loads are typieal for neutron experiments,thus the

nuclear enhanced systems are a powerful tool in produeing

polarized targets. As far as I know they have not been

employed as such yet.

3. Large sampIes of polarized Cu are produeed by enhanced

nuelear systems ind~ed, but they are employed to attain ultra

low temperatures by nuelear demagnetization. The worldreeord

in lattiee temperature seems to be held at the moment by the

J "l' h 20) f I" 6 f 5u le group . A ter po arlzlng 00 g 0 Cu to 60% at mK

and 8 T, a lattiee temperature of about 10 ~K was reaehed

in this sampIe by demagnetization. During the demagnetization

proeess the value of HIT is eonstant, so the polarization re

mains unehanged.

4. Another way of reaehing temperatures in the low mK range is

by adiabatie eompression of liquid 3 He , also ealled Pomeranehuk

eooling. A deseription of the prineiple ean be found, e. g . , in

the book of
21 )

The method is based the fact,Lounasmaa . on

that the entropy of solid
3

is larger than that of the liquidHe

below 300 mK. This is opposite to the normal situation. Cooling

oeeurs when liquid is foreed to eonvert into solid by eom

pression. Temperatures down to 1 mK have been reaehed in this

way21). When the eompression takes plaee in a magnetic field,

the solid 3 He will beeome polarized. In 1973 Johnson et al.
22

)
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obtained 47% average polarization in a liquid-solid mixture

below 5 mK in a field of 5.5 T. Since then there have been

some proposals to build such a target, but none has been

realized yet, as far as I know.

3 . POL A R I Z A T ION W I T H

B R I U M MET H 0 D S

NON - E Q U I L I-

3.1 Dynamical polarization in solids using microwaves

In these methods, an unequal population of the nuclear

magnetic substates is attained by induced transitions between

electron-nucleus spin states.

In the first years of experiments with polarized proton

targets (the early sixties) the so called solid effect or

Abragam-Jeffries effect was employed to produce polarization

in LMN (Lanthanum Magnesium Nitrate). The mechanism will be re

called here briefly. The material is doped with a relatively

small number of free electrons. These are polarized by placing

the sampie in a rnagnetic field 2.5 T) at a sufficiently low

ternperature «1.5 K). By irradiating the sampie subsequently

with rnicrowaves, transitlons are induced between electron-pro

ton states. The frequency is chosen such, that an electron and

a proton flip their spins simultaneously (fig.2 a ~ b).
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Fig.2: Schematic representation of nuclear polarization by the
solid effect. Long arrows represent electron spins,
short arrows nuclear spins. For further explanation,
see text.

The electron is strongly coupled to the lattice, hence its

spin flips back within a very short time (fig 2.b + c), after

which it can make a spin-flip with another nearby proton. The

protons relax only very slowly to the lattice, hence their

polarization is preserved.

Only a small number of free electrons is needed, because

one electron can flip several protons and because the protons

transfer the polarization to each other by means of mutual spin

f~ips. The defects of LMN are its low hydrogen content and its

low resistance to radiation damage. The low hydrogen conte nt is

especially a problem in high-energy physics, where one usually

can not distinguish the scattering from free protons from that

of the protons bound in nuclei. Thus here it is the ratio of

free to bound protons r that counts. In LMN r 0.06.

The advent of the organic materials (such as alcohols and

diols) was a large step forward. First, the ratio r is much

higher (up to r = 0.24 for butanol), and secondly, the radiation

resistance is about a factor of 100 better. The physics behind

the dynamical polarization in these substances is somewhat

different from that in the solid effect. The procedure is the

same, however, i.e., the sampie is also doped with a small con

centration of free electrons, kept at the same temperature,

placed in a magnetic field of the same size and irradiated with
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microwaves of the same frequency range (about one hundred GHz)

The difference is that in those materials electron spin pairs

can exchange energies up to the nuclear Zeeman energy. This

causes the electron spin system (also called spin-spin inter

action reservoir, because always two electron spins are involved)

to be strongly coupled to the nuclei. It is possible to cool

this reservoir by microwaves with frequencies lying on the slope

of the electron spin resonance curve.

1111
o

Fig.3: Schematical picture of dynamical orientation. An electron
spin flips by absorption of microwaves (a+b). The electron
spin-spin reservoir exchanges energy with the nuclei (b+c);
the electron polarization is unchanged, the nuclear polari
zation increases. An electron relaxes back (c+d).

Then the nuclei are also cooled due to their coupling to the

spin-spin reservoir. The procedure is schematically indicated

in fig.3. For a detailed treatment of the variouS ways of dyna-

The organic targets came into operation in the late

and to the paper by Abragam and

mical orientation I refer to

d t ' , b B h' ,23)uc ~on g~ven y org ~n~

24)
Goldman .

the literature, e.g. the intro-

sixties and are still the most popular materials in high energy

physics.

I will now go through the most important developments made

on target materials recently and then turn to the progress

achieved in the experimental equipment.

Several difficulties had to be overcome in using organic

targets:

i) one has to go below 1 K to achieve high polarization,

ii) most of them are liquid at room temperature,
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iii) suitable doping agents must be found to provide for the

free paramagnetic centers.

The first point was solved by employing 3 He refrigerators.

Polarizations up to 90% can be obtained at the working tempera

ture of about 0.5 K. A favourite circumstance is that at 0.5 K

the required microwave power is much smaller (by a factor of

twenty or more) than at 1 K. The second problem has been tackled

in two ways, namely, to search for polarizable materials that

are solid at room temperature and to find methods by which the

liquid ones can be handled at lower temperatures. Some solid

materials have been found with fairlY high polarizations, e.g.

1 8 . 25) . . l' h 7 26), octanedlol wlth p = 60% and plnaco Wlt p = 0% .

They have not become common materials, however. The advantage

of being solid obviously is outweighed by the disadvantage of

lower overall polarization. The experimentalists have found

ways to live with the liquid targets. They are stored under

liquid nitrogen and can be loaded nowadays (also in dilution

refrigerators) without warming up considerably, see e.g., ref.27).

One of the mostly practiced methods to obtain the paramag

netic centers is the use of crV-complexes. They can be formed
VI

in the target material by chemical reduction of Cr (e.g.

K
2

Cr
2

0
7
). These complexes are unstable, however, hence it is

difficult to arrive at the desired concentration and only little

time is available for handling. The situation has been improved

by the work of Krumpolc and Ro~ek28)about three years ago, who

found stable Cr V complexes of tertiary hydroxy acids. These are

widely used now. The target workshop of the Argonne high energy
. 29)
conference of October 1978 recommended as the best target

material n-butanol-EHBA-Cr V , EHBA being one of the stable com

plexes (2-ethyl-2-hydroxybutyric acid).

The polarization properties of target materials deteriorate

severely after the bombardment of a certain amount of ionizing

particles. It is known on the other hand, that paramagnetic

centers are created by radiation damage. Therefore, one has in

vestigated the possibility to polarize undoped samples that have
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been irradiated previously. In this case no interference would

arise between the wanted and the unwanted paramagnetic im

purities. Until 1978 only small polarizations were reported
29

).

A breakthrough in this field has been achieved by Niinikoski

. d 30 ) 1 . d' .and Rleublan at CERN ast year. They lrra lated SOlld NH
3

to a total dose of 40 Mrad by 580 MeV protons and arrived at

polarizations over 90% afterwards. Ammonia is a very favourite

material, because of the high value of r = 0.30, the ratio of

the free protons to the total number of protons. The authors

estimate that the target would deteriorate only after an ac-

1 d fl f h 10 17 ., ." . 1 / 2cumu ate ux 0 more t an mlnlmum lonlzlng partlC es cm .

This would bring an improvement of two orders of magnitude com

pared to the existing targets. Polarization results of the

Yale-SLAC target group on irradiated targets will be presented

at this conference 31
).

Another interesting

the group of Abragam at

and the deuteron nuclei

recent development has been reported by
32) 6 ,

Saclay . They polarized both the Ll

in 6 LiD to over 70%. This is an in-

teresting compound because not only the proton and the neutron

of the deuterium are polarized, but also one neutron and one

proton in the 6 Li nucleus. The 6 Li nucleus can be described either

as 4 He +2 H or as 3 He +3 H. Bot schemes yield the magnetic moment

of 6 Li to an accuracy better than 4%. And both schemes lead to

the pairing off of two protons and two neutrons, leaving one

proton and one neutron polarized. This brings us to the very

high ratio r = 0.5 for polarizable protons to total protons in

6 LiD . The neutrons have the same ratio r = 0.5, which surpasses

even more all results obtained up to now. An inconvenience of

the target is the long polarization build up time of one to two

days.

Now I come to the developments in instrumental techniques.

Generally, higher polarizations can be obtained if one goes to

lower temperatures. However, the cooling machine must be able

to carry away the heat generated by the microwave irradiation.
4

The first targets were cooled to 1.0 - 1.5 K by a pumped He-
3

bath. The next step was the He-cryostat. It can carry away
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large heat-loads down to 0.5 K. A further step towards lower

temperatures was made by the introduction of the dilution re

frigerator. The first one to be used for dynamical polarization

was built by Niinikoski at CERN in 1971 33
) It has several

3
advantages compared to the He-cryostat.

i) It can carry away large heat-inputs at still lower tem-

peratures.

ii) The heat contact between the target and the coolant is

better.

iii) The polarization can be frozen in by cooling rapidly to

temperatures below 100 mK.

In the dilution refrigerator the target material (usually in

the form of beads of about 1.5 mm diameter) is fully imbedded in

the liquid. The he at contact is governed by the Kapitza resistance.

In an evaporation 3 He cryostat the he at resistance is the nucleate

boiling resistance. Here the target is partially in contact with

liquid and partially with gas. The result of the lower tempe

rature and the better heat contact in the dilution refrigerator
3as compared to the He cryostat is given in fig.4 taken from

ref.29.

0.5K

3He minimum
temperature

"V 0.3 K

Fig.4: Comparison of the
calculated lattice
temperature T of

,Litarget mater~a s
cooled in a 3 He
cryostat and in a
dilution refrige
rator as function
of the heat load
; 29)Q .
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Here the lattice temperature TL of the target beads ob

tained in both cryostats is estimated as a function of the

applied heat load Q. Over the whole range the dilution re

frigerator gives the better results. It is the lattice tem

perature, of course, which finally determines the electron po

larization and hence the nuclear polarization, that can be

achieved. With 3 He cryostats proton polarizations of about 90%

and deuteron polarizations of about 20% have been obtained.

The advent of the dilution refrigerator has increased these

numbers to 98% and 40% respectively. Thus, especially for deu

teron targets, important progress has been made.

Very low temperatures can be reached with dilution re

frigerators provided that the he at load is low enough. This

feature is employed in the so called frozen spin targets.

After the attainment of the desired amount of polarization,

the microwave power is ~itched off and the target is cooled

down quickly to below, say, 100 mK. In this temperature region

the proton spin-lattice relaxation proceeds only very slowly,

so that the polarization is maintained over many days without

freshing up by microwave irradiation.

For example, the proton spin lattice relaxation time of

1,2-propanediol was measured as function of magnetic field and

temperature by De Boer and Niinikoski 34 ). Fig.5 taken from

ref.35 shows a smooth curve drawn through their experimental

points measured at a field of 1 T.
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100,....-----,.,---,...---,-----,---..,

Fig.5: Proton spin lattice re
laxation time T measured
as function of Lthe tem
perature 34 ) .

1,2 - propanediol
20 .

1,6x 10 electron spins
per cm 3

0.1 L..----'----......I---.J.-----.J.-::---'-----::-:!
10 500

H =10k Oe

10

At 100 mK the relaxation time is already of the order of several

days. The most important experimental improvement brought about

by the frozen spin technique is given by the fact that the po

larization in the holding mode can be maintained at a lower

and far less homogeneous field than is required for the con

tinuous irradiation mode. This allows for a larger solid angle

of access to the target, which is very important to many types

of experiments. For example, after polarization the target might

be taken out of the polarizing magnet and moved into the field

of the magnetic spectrometer that is used for the detection of

the outcoming particles. Another advantage is the lower liquid

helium consumption in the holding mode. The first frozen spin

polarized target employing a dilution refrigerator, built at

CERN by Niinikoski and coworkers 27 ), was completed in 1974.
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Nowadays several high and medium energy laboratories have such

a target in operation or are constructing one. A somewhat older

review can be found in ref.36. Arecent publication is, e.g.,

ref.37.

3.2 Spin refrigeration through sampie rotation

Proton polarization is achieved in this technique by rotating

a sampie of yttrium ethyl sulfate (doped with a small amount of

Yb) in a nonuniform field of 1.1 T at a temperature of 1.25 K.

The polarization mechanism is based on the fact that, because

of the internal crystallic fields, the Yb ion has a very an

isotropie g-factor depending on the angle between the external

field and the crystal c-axis. When these are parallel, one has

g" 3.33, while in the perpendicular case g~ is of the order

of 0.003, the size of the proton g-value, expressed in Bohr mag

netons. During rotation of the crystal, the Yb ions mainly be

come polarized when the angle between the external field and the

c-axis is 45
0

, where the electron spin-lattice relaxation is

fastest and the g-factor is still ßrge: g (45
0

) = 2.35. If the

crystal is rota ted at a rate larger than the Yb ion relaxation

rate, then this polarization will be largely conserved at the

time, that the c-axis gets perpendicular to the field. At this

orientation a spin exchange may occur between the Yb ions and

nearby protons, which depolarizes the ions and polarizes the

protons. During further rotation the Yb ions become polarized

again, while the proton polarization is spread among the other

protons by mutual spin flips. The attempts to build such a
. 38,39)

target started more than flfteen years ago . The results

. d b ff' 40) h' .were reVlewe y Je rles at t e Madlson Symposlum ten years

ago. At that time polarizations of 18% had been achieved by ro

tating crystals and 35% by rotating fields. Much higher polari

zations were expected theoretically, however. The breakthropgh

came as it was discovered that much higher polarizations can

be obtained by lowering the Yb concentration from 2% to

04 41,42) 1" 8 h' d' th .o. % . Po arlzatlons up to 0% are ac leve ln e Unl-
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. f h . f' 43) h dverslty 0 Massac usetts spln re rlgerator now . T e a -

vantages are: low non-uniform field, temperature slightly

above 1 K and no microwave system. The target material has a

free to total proton ratio of r = 0.10, in between LMN (0.06)

and propanediol (0.19).

3.3 Polarized targets from polarized beams

Polarized targets produced with polarized beams have some

interesting advantages compared to other targets. The polari

zation can be reversed rapidly, high polarizations may be ob

tained quite easily and clean experiments can be performed.

The major drawback is, of course, the very small target thick

ness. On the other hand, very intense projectile beams can be

tolerated. There are several possibilities: crossed-beam ex-

periments, co-linear beams, storing the beam on a surface or

storing it in a suitable chamber. The successfull storage of

a polarized 6Li beam on a heated oxidized tungsten surface was

reported at the Zürich Symposium by Ulbricht and coworkers from

the University of Hamburg 44 ). The target thickness was 3x10
14

nu

clei/cm
2 . The results of a scattering experiment performed with

this target are presented at this conference
45

). Some more de

velopments and proposals concerning these techniques are also
. 46-50)

presented at thlS conference .

3.4 Optical pumping

This method has beenOmainly used to produce polarized
3

gaseous He of apressure of some torr. The mechanism roughly

proceeds as foliows. Long-lived metastable atoms are produced

in the gas by a discharge. The nuclei of these atoms become

polarized by irradiating the gas with polarized light of a

suitable frequency. By collisions with unpolarized ground state

atoms this polarization can be transferred from the metastable

to the ground state atoms. Several precise experiments have
51)

been done using such targets up to recently . It appears to

be possible to preserve the polarization while compressing the
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52) 3
gas into the NTP range Attempts to polarize liquid He in

o 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 53) 11 1 0th~s way have y~e ded on y sma 1 po ar~zat~ons . Sma po ar~-

o 0 lOd h 1 b d 54 ) h 0 • 0zat~ons ~n so ~ s ave a so een reporte . T e ma~n act~v~ty

in this field was about ,ten years ago. No recent instrumental

improvements have been reported in the last years as far as

I know.

4. S U M M A R Y

In the preceeding sections different kinds of pOlarized

targets obtained by various methods have been discussed and

some re cent developments in polarizing techniques have been

reviewed. In this summary some remarks will be added on their

applicability to various experiments.

The ~~~~~_~~~~~_~~~~~9 requires the lowest temperatures

«0.02 K) and the highest magnetic fields (>5 T). The number of

experiments employing this method has been relatively small,

therefore, up to now. It may be expected that this number will

increase in the near future, because of the improved cooling

characteristics of dilution refrigerators. The brute force method

is in principle applicable to all nuclides with spin I # O. An

important merit is the fact that the targets are mono-atomic.

Tolerable heat inputs are below 1 ~W, in favourable cases some

~w. The allowed heat input is not only limited by the cooling power

of the dilution refrigerator but also by the he at conduction in the

sample itself. For this reason the method is mainly limited to

the polarization of metal nuclei and to experiments with neu-

tron beams. Brute force polarized targets have been employed

in experiments to determine neutron resonance spins and in

thermal neutron captur~ work to study the gamma decay of the
?'

compound nucleus. A syste~~tic study of the spin-spin interaction

of polarized MeV neutrons with several polarized nuclides is
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14)
planned for the near future .

The ~~~~~~~~~_~~~~~~ applies only to some magnetic metals

if pure elements are required. However, many transition elements

can be polarized in simple compounds. The required temperatures

are around 0.05 - 0.2 K. These higher temperatures allow also

experiments with charged particle beams, see, e.g., ref.55.

Moreover, many neutron experiments of the types mentioned above
. 8-10)

have been performed wlth these targets .

~~~~~~~~!_~~~~~~~~~~~ is the usual method to produce po

larized proton and polarized deuteron targets, both for nuclear

and for high energy physics experiments. The polarizations,

especially of deuterons, have increased with the introduction

of dilution refrigerators. New target materials will probably

increase the merits of this method in the ne ar future. The tar-

get dimensions can be increased enormously by building dilution

refrigerators with higher circulation rates. At the moment alm

long, 5 cm diameter polarized proton target (butanol) is under

construction at CERN 56 ).

The high circulation rates also allow very high heat loads

on the target: 100 mW and more are possible. The problem of the

bad heat conduction in the target materials (insulators) is

overcome by employing small beads of 1 mm diameter that are

immersed in the liquid. The method can basically been employed

for all diamagnetic solids, provided that a suitable way of

doping with free electrons can be found.

The important merit of the ~~~~~~_~~~~ technique is the

fact that the target can be taken out of the polarizing field,
4

which must be very homogeneous(1:10 ) and put into a weaker and

far less homogeneous holding field. This allows a much better

access to the target region.

Polarized ~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~_~!~~_2~!~~!~~~_e~~~~have some

distinct advantages: no cryogenic equipment, clean targets,

high polarizations can be obtained relatively easily and the

polarization can be switched very fast. Only the effective target
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thickness is very small,but intense beams may be tolerated on

the other hand. Several groups have started investigations in

this new field.

In summarizing, one may say that many new developments in

the polarized target technology are in progress, where especially

the improvements in cryogenic technology play an important role.

Thus it may be expected that new and better polarized tar

gets will become available for experiments in the near future.
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